(54) Title: SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR DETECTING A HANDSHAKE

(57) Abstract: A system and method for detecting a handshake is described, the system comprising a first electronic wristband and a second electronic wristband. The first electronic wristband comprises a first processing unit, a first accelerometer, and a first wireless transceiver module. The first processing unit is configured to receive acceleration data from the first accelerometer and determine a current state of the first electronic wristband. The second electronic wristband comprises a second processing unit, a second accelerometer and a second wireless transceiver module. The second processing unit is configured to receive acceleration data from the second accelerometer and determine a current state of the second electronic wristband. The first processing unit is configured to detect the handshake when, the current state of the first electronic wristband determined by the first processing unit indicates that the first electronic wristband is shaking, occurs at substantially the same time the first wireless transceiver module receives a broadcast packet from the second wireless transceiver, wherein the current state of the second electronic wristband in the broadcast packet indicates that the second electronic wristband is shaking.
SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR DETECTING A HANDSHAKE

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The invention pertains to a system and method for detecting a handshake using electronic wristbands or wrist-wearable devices.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Wearable technology is becoming more prevalent in our society. In particular, electronic wristbands or wrist-wearable devices are becoming increasingly popular, with functionalities such as music and lifestyle displays, activity and fitness tracking, payment or ID authentication, and social sharing and interaction capabilities. In expanding its social sharing and interaction capabilities, it would be advantageous to have a convenient and easy way to initiate the exchange of information among electronic wristbands. For instance, if a handshake motion is detected, this could prompt the electronic wristbands to exchange name card information. This would greatly enhance the experience and speed of meeting peers or business contacts, and do away with the archaic act of name card swapping.

[0003] A typical method to detect a handshake motion would be to embed an accelerometer into the electronic wristband to detect when a person moves his wrist. However, this could result in many false positives as an accelerometer is unable to distinguish whether the person is actually shaking hands with another person or merely swinging his hand while dancing, jogging etc.

[0004] It is therefore an object of an invention to solve the above deficiencies and at least to provide a novel system and method for detecting a handshake.

SUMMARY OF INVENTION

[0005] According to a first aspect of the invention, a system for detecting a handshake is described, the system comprising a first electronic wristband worn on a wrist of a first person and a second electronic wristband worn on a wrist of a second person. The first electronic wristband comprising a first processing unit and a first accelerometer, the first processing unit configured to receive acceleration data from the first accelerometer at a
polling interval or upon an interrupt, and configured to determine at the polling interval, a
current state of the first electronic wristband from the acceleration data. The first electronic
wristband further comprises a first wireless transceiver module, the first wireless transceiver
module configured to send broadcast packets at a broadcasting interval to a second wireless
transceiver module, wherein each broadcast packet contains the current state of the first
electronic wristband and an identifier of the first wireless transceiver module. The second
electronic wristband comprising a second processing unit and a second accelerometer, the
second processing unit configured to receive acceleration data from the second accelerometer
at the polling interval or upon the interrupt, and configured to determine at the polling interval,
a current state of the second electronic wristband from the acceleration data. The second
electronic wristband further comprises the second wireless transceiver module, the second
wireless transceiver module configured to send broadcast packets at the broadcasting interval
to the first wireless transceiver module, wherein each broadcast packet contains the current
state of the second electronic wristband and an identifier of the second wireless transceiver
module. Wherein the first processing unit is configured to detect the handshake when, the
current state of the first electronic wristband determined by the first processing unit indicates
that the first electronic wristband is shaking, occurs at substantially the same time the first
wireless transceiver module receives the broadcast packet from the second wireless
transceiver module, wherein the current state of the second electronic wristband in the
broadcast packet indicates that the second electronic wristband is shaking.

[0006] Preferably the first processing unit determines that the current state of the first
electronic wristband indicates that the first electronic wristband is shaking when the
acceleration readings have at least three positive-to-negative cycles in the X-axis or Y-axis or
Z-axis direction.

[0007] Preferably the second processing unit determines that the current state of the
second electronic wristband indicates that the second electronic wristband is shaking when the
acceleration readings have at least three positive-to-negative cycles in the X-axis or Y-axis or
Z-axis direction.

[0008] Preferably the system further comprises a first mobile device paired with the
first wireless transceiver module, a second mobile device paired with the second wireless
transceiver module, and a server, the server communicatively connected to the first mobile
device and the second mobile device, wherein the first wireless transceiver module and first
mobile device pair, and the second wireless transceiver module and second mobile device pair, exchange name card information via the server.

[0009] Preferably the server is configured to implement security checks prior to the exchange of name card information.

[0010] Preferably the first wireless transceiver module is further configured to locate the second wireless transceiver module via the identifier of the second wireless transceiver module, and configured to establish a peer to peer connection with the second wireless transceiver module to exchange name card information.

[0011] Preferably the first processing unit determines that the current state of the first electronic wristband indicates that the first electronic wristband is flipping, when the acceleration data indicates a change in orientation of the first accelerometer.

[0012] Preferably the first electronic wristband further comprises a first altimeter, and the first processing unit is further configured to receive altitude data from the first altimeter at the polling interval, and further configured to determine the current state of the first electronic wristband from the altitude data; and preferably the second electronic wristband further comprises a second altimeter, and the second processing unit is further configured to receive altitude data from the second altimeter at the polling interval, and further configured to determine the current state of the second electronic wristband from the altitude data.

[0013] Preferably the first processing unit determines that the current state of the first electronic wristband indicates that the first electronic wristband is being raised, when the altitude data indicate an increase in altitude greater than 0.5 meters.

[0014] Preferably the first processing unit determines that the current state of the first electronic wristband indicates that the first electronic wristband is being lowered, when the altitude data indicate a decrease in altitude greater than 0.5 meters.

[0015] Preferably the first wireless transceiver module or the second wireless transceiver module is any one of the following: an ANT transceiver module, a Bluetooth LE transceiver module and a Wi-Fi transceiver module.

[0016] Preferably the identifier of the first wireless transceiver module or the identifier of the second wireless transceiver module is a MAC address.
Preferably the polling interval is every 200 milliseconds.

Preferably the broadcasting interval is every 300 milliseconds.

According to a second aspect of the invention, a method for detecting a handshake, the method comprising the steps of using a first accelerometer to measure acceleration data, the first accelerometer comprised in a first electronic wristband worn on a wrist of a first person, the first electronic wristband further comprising a first processing unit and a first wireless transceiver module; and determining with the first processing unit and from the acceleration data at a polling interval, that a current state of the first electronic wristband indicates that the first electronic wristband is shaking. The method further comprises the steps of sending with the first wireless transceiver module, broadcast packets at a broadcasting interval to a second wireless transceiver, wherein each broadcast packet contains the current state of the first electronic wristband and an identifier of the first wireless transceiver module; and using a second accelerometer to measure acceleration data, the second accelerometer comprised in a second electronic wristband worn on a wrist of a second person, the second electronic wristband further comprising a second processing unit and the second wireless transceiver. The method further comprises the steps of determining with the second processing unit and from the acceleration data at the polling interval, that a current state of the second electronic wristband indicates that the second electronic wristband is shaking; and sending with the second wireless transceiver module, broadcast packets at the broadcasting interval to the first wireless transceiver, wherein each broadcast packet contains the current state of the second electronic wristband and an identifier of the second wireless transceiver module. The method further comprises the steps of receiving with the first wireless transceiver module, the broadcast packet from the second wireless transceiver module; and detecting the handshake with the first processing unit, when the step of determining that the current state of the first electronic wristband indicates that the first electronic wristband is shaking, occurs at substantially the same time as the step of receiving the broadcast packet.

Preferably the step of determining that the current state of the first electronic wristband indicates that the first electronic wristband is shaking comprises the step of detecting at least three positive-to-negative cycles in the X-axis or Y-axis or Z-axis direction from the acceleration readings.
Preferably the step of determining that the current state of the second electronic wristband indicates that the second electronic wristband is shaking comprises the step of detecting at least three positive-to-negative cycles in the X-axis or Y-axis or Z-axis direction from the acceleration readings.

Preferably the method further comprises the steps of pairing a first mobile device with the first wireless transceiver module; pairing a second mobile device with the second wireless transceiver module; communicatively connecting a server with the first mobile device and the second mobile device; and exchanging name card information between the first wireless transceiver module and the first mobile device pair, and the second wireless transceiver module and the second mobile device pair, via the server.

Preferably the method further comprises the step of implementing security checks prior to the exchange of name card information using the server.

Preferably the method further comprises the steps of locating with the first wireless transceiver module, the second wireless transceiver module via the identifier of the second wireless transceiver module; and establishing a peer to peer connection between the first wireless transceiver module and the second wireless transceiver module to exchange name card information.

Preferably the method further comprises the step of determining with the first processing unit, that the current state of the first electronic wristband indicates that the first electronic wristband is flipping, when the acceleration data indicates a change in orientation of the first accelerometer.

Preferably the method further comprises the steps of using a first altimeter to measure altitude data, the first altimeter comprised in the first electronic wristband; determining with the first processing unit and from the altitude data at the polling interval, the current state of the first electronic wristband; using a second altimeter to measure altitude data, the first altimeter comprised in the second electronic wristband; and determining with the second processing unit and from the altitude data at the polling interval, the current state of the second electronic wristband.

Preferably the method further comprises the step of determining with the first processing unit, that the current state of the first electronic wristband indicates that the first
electronic wristband is being raised, when the altitude data indicate an increase in altitude greater than 0.5 meters.

[0028] Preferably the method further comprises the step of determining with the first processing unit, that the current state of the first electronic wristband indicates that the first electronic wristband is being lowered, when the altitude data indicate a decrease in altitude greater than 0.5 meters.

[0029] Preferably the first wireless transceiver module or the second wireless transceiver module is any one of the following: an ANT transceiver module, a Bluetooth LE transceiver module and a Wi-Fi transceiver module.

[0030] Preferably the identifier of the first wireless transceiver module or the identifier of the second wireless transceiver module is a MAC address.

[0031] Preferably the polling interval is every 200 milliseconds.

[0032] Preferably the broadcasting interval is every 300 milliseconds.

[0033] The invention will now be described in detail with reference to the accompanying drawings.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

[0034] The accompanying figures illustrate disclosed embodiment(s) and serve to explain principles of the disclosed embodiment(s). It is to be understood, however, that these drawings are presented for purposes of illustration only, and not for defining limits of the application.

[0035] Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of a system for detecting a handshake according to a preferred embodiment.

[0036] Figure 2 shows the components of the first electronic wristband.

[0037] Figure 3 shows the components of the second electronic wristband.

[0038] Figure 4 shows exemplary acceleration data.
[0039] Figure 5 shows broadcast packets as used in the invention.

[0040] Figure 6 shows a flowchart of a method for detecting a handshake according to a preferred embodiment.

[0041] Figure 7 shows a flowchart of a method for detecting a handshake according to another preferred embodiment.

[0042] Figure 8 shows a schematic diagram of a system for detecting a handshake according to another preferred embodiment.

[0043] Figure 9 shows a flowchart of a method for detecting a handshake according to another preferred embodiment.

[0044] Exemplary, non-limiting embodiments of the present application will now be described with references to the above-mentioned figures.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION**

[0045] Figure 1 shows system 100 for exchanging data. System 100 comprises first electronic wristband 101 and second electronic wristband 102.

[0046] Figure 2 shows the components of first electronic wristband 101. First electronic wristband 101 comprises processing unit 201, memory module 202, accelerometer 203 and altimeter 204. First electronic wristband 101 further comprises wireless transceiver module 205 and clock 206.

[0047] Second electronic wristband 102 has the same components as first electronic wristband 101. Namely, and as shown in Figure 3, second electronic wristband 102 comprises processing unit 301, memory module 302, accelerometer 303 and altimeter 304. Second electronic wristband 102 further comprises wireless transceiver module 305 and clock 306.

[0048] Wireless transceiver modules 205, 305 can have an antenna, and operate at a frequency of 2.4 GHz, with a range of 10 meters. Wireless transceiver modules 205, 305 can operate with very low power by using a very short duty-cycle and deep-sleep technique. The
throughput of wireless transceiver modules 205, 305 can be 20kbps. Each wireless transceiver module 205, 305 can operate as a slave or as a master. Wireless transceiver modules 205, 305 can operate in a broadcast mode. In the broadcast mode, wireless transceiver modules 205, 305 send broadcast packets to other wireless transceiver modules 205, 305 within its range. Wireless transceiver modules 205, 305 can also operate in a connection mode. In the connection mode, wireless transceiver module 205 connects directly to wireless transceiver module 305 in a peer to peer connection.

[0049] Wireless transceiver modules 205, 305 can be ANT transceiver modules that operate under the ANT protocol or the like. Alternatively, wireless transceiver modules 205, 305 can be Bluetooth LE transceiver modules that operate under the Bluetooth LE protocol or the like. Alternatively, wireless transceiver modules 205, 305 can be Wi-Fi transceiver modules that operate under the Wi-Fi protocol or the like.

[0050] Accelerometers 203, 303 measure acceleration data. Accelerometers 203, 303 can be tri-axis accelerometers. Altimeters 204, 304 measure altitude values. Altimeters 204, 304 can measure the altitude values taking reference from the dead-sea level. Clocks 206 and 306 keep time.

[0051] Processing units 201, 301 can be microprocessors. Stored within memory modules 202, 302 could be the person's name card information i.e. name, company, designation, company address, email address, hand-phone number, office number, photograph etc. Memory modules 202, 302 can also store acceleration data provided by accelerometers 203, 303 and altitude data provided by altimeters 204, 304.

[0052] Processing units 201, 301 can retrieve the acceleration data from accelerometers 203, 303 at a polling interval or upon an interrupt. This polling interval can be every 200 milliseconds. Figure 4 provides some exemplary acceleration data. In Figure 4, positive and negative values denote the direction of the acceleration and (c) is the scale quantize value constant. 401 represent positive-to-negative cycles.

[0053] Based on the retrieved acceleration data, processing units 201, 301 can compute or determine a STATE of first electronic wristband 101, second electronic wristband 102. For example: 
- If processing units 201, 301 detect at least three positive-to-negative cycles 401 in the X-axis, Y-axis or Z-axis direction, processing units 201, 301 would set a STATE of first electronic wristband 101, second electronic wristband 102 to be "SUSPECTED SHAKE".

- If processing units 201, 301 do not detect a change in acceleration in the X-axis, Y-axis or Z-axis direction for a few seconds, processing units 201, 301 would set a STATE of first electronic wristband 101, second electronic wristband 102 to be "NO ACTION".

- If processing units 201, 301 detect a change in orientation of the accelerometer, processing units 201, 301 would set a STATE of first electronic wristband 101, second electronic wristband 102 to be "FLIP".

[0054] The STATE of first electronic wristband 101, second electronic wristband 102 is computed by processing units 201, 301 at every polling interval so as to establish the "current" STATE of first electronic wristband 101, second electronic wristband 102. The STATE of first electronic wristband 101, second electronic wristband 102 can be coded as a byte and saved in memory modules 202, 302.

[0055] In an alternative embodiment, the STATE of first electronic wristband 101, second electronic wristband 102 can be computed or determined by processing units 201, 301 using the altitude data instead of the acceleration data. Processing units 201, 301 can retrieve the altitude data from altimeters 204, 304 at a polling interval or upon at interrupt. This polling interval can be every 200 milliseconds.

[0056] Based on the retrieved altitude data, processing units 201, 301 can compute or determine a STATE of first electronic wristband 101, second electronic wristband 102. For example:

- If processing units 201, 301 detect a fluctuation in altitude and sustained for a few seconds, processing units 201, 301 would set a STATE of first electronic wristband 101, second electronic wristband 102 to be "SUSPECTED SHAKE".
- If processing units 201, 301 detect an increase in altitude greater than 0.5 meters and sustained for a few seconds, processing units 201, 301 would set a STATE of first electronic wristband 101, second electronic wristband 102 to be "RAISE HAND".

- If processing units 201, 301 detect a decrease in altitude greater than 0.5m and sustained for a few seconds, processing units 201, 301 would set a STATE of first electronic wristband 101, second electronic wristband 102 to be "LOWER HAND".

[0057] In the broadcast mode, wireless transceiver modules 205, 305 send broadcast packets 501, 502 at a broadcasting interval. The broadcasting interval can be longer than the polling interval. This broadcasting interval can be every 300 milliseconds. Broadcast packets 501, 502 (referring to figure 5) include the STATE of first electronic wristband 101, second electronic wristband 102. Broadcast packets 501, 502 can also include the media access control address (MAC address) of wireless transceiver modules 205, 305, or alternatively a serial number, or IP address, or an identifier to uniquely identify wireless transceiver modules 205, 305.

[0058] Figure 6 illustrates a method of detecting a handshake in accordance with a preferred embodiment. First electronic wristband 101 is worn by a first person while second electronic wristband 102 is worn by a second person.

[0059] Referring to step 601, processing unit 201 retrieves acceleration data from accelerometer 203 at a polling interval or upon an interrupt and computes the STATE of first electronic wristband 101.

[0060] In step 602, wireless transceiver module 205 includes the STATE and MAC address of wireless transceiver module 205 into broadcast packet 501 and sends broadcast packet 501 at a broadcasting interval. Alternatively, instead of MAC address of wireless transceiver module 205, a serial number, or IP address, or an identifier to uniquely identify wireless transceiver module 205 can be included into broadcast packet 501. One skilled in the art would appreciate that the key point is that the broadcast packet 501 must include some form of identifier that uniquely identifies wireless transceiver module 205.

[0061] In step 603, processing unit 301 retrieves acceleration data from accelerometer 303 at a polling interval or upon an interrupt and computes the STATE of second electronic wristband 102.
In step 604, wireless transceiver module 305 includes the STATE and MAC address of wireless transceiver module 305 into broadcast packet 502 and sends broadcast packet 502 at a broadcasting interval. Alternatively, instead of MAC address of wireless transceiver module 305, a serial number, or IP address, or an identifier to uniquely identify wireless transceiver module 305 can be included into broadcast packet 502. One skilled in the art would appreciate that the key point is that the broadcast packet 502 must include some form of identifier that uniquely identifies wireless transceiver module 305.

In step 605, wireless transceiver module 205 receives broadcast packet 502 from wireless transceiver module 305.

In step 606, processing unit 201 compares the "current" STATE of first electronic wristband 101 with the STATE of second electronic wristband 102 extracted from broadcast packet 502.

In step 607, if the STATE of both first electronic wristband 101 and second electronic wristband 102 is "SUSPECTED SHAKE", processing unit 201 will determine that a handshaking event has occurred.

In step 608, with the MAC address of wireless transceiver module 305 extracted from broadcast packet 502, wireless transceiver module 205 will attempt to connect to wireless transceiver module 305 in the connection mode.

In step 609, wireless transceiver module 305 receives broadcast packet 601 from wireless transceiver module 205.

In step 610, processing unit 301 compares the "current" STATE of second electronic wristband 102 with the STATE of first electronic wristband 101 extracted from broadcast packet 501.

In step 611, if the STATE of both second electronic wristband 102 and first electronic wristband 101 is "SUSPECTED SHAKE", processing unit 301 will determine that a handshaking event has occurred.
[0070] In step 612, with the MAC address of wireless transceiver module 205 extracted from broadcast packet 501, wireless transceiver module 305 will attempt to connect to wireless transceiver module 205 in the connection mode.

[0071] In step 613, a peer to peer wireless connection link is established between wireless transceiver module 205 and wireless transceiver module 305 and name card information is exchanged.

[0072] The invention as disclosed thus works on the principle that if two "neighboring" electronic wristbands 101, 102 both have a substantially synchronized STATE of "SUSPECTED SHAKE", a handshake event would be deemed to have occurred. Processing units 201, 301 are computing the STATE of electronic wristbands 101, 102 while wireless transceiver modules 205, 305 are sending and receiving broadcast packets 501, 502 with the STATE. Time is a crucial element here. Only when processing unit 201 receives a broadcast packet 502 reporting that the STATE of second electronic wristband 102 is "SUSPECTED SHAKE" at substantially the same time as when processing unit 201 computes a STATE of "SUSPECTED SHAKE", will processing unit 201 deem that a handshake event has occurred. In other words, only when the STATE of "SUSPECTED SHAKE" of electronic wristbands 101, 102 are synchronized or substantially synchronized (there is an inherent delay in the sending and receiving of broadcast packets 501, 502), will processing unit 201 deem that a handshake event has occurred. Along the same lines, only when processing unit 301 receives a broadcast packet 501 reporting that the STATE of first electronic wristband 101 is "SUSPECTED SHAKE" at substantially the same time as when processing unit 301 computes a STATE of "SUSPECTED SHAKE", will processing unit 301 deem that a handshake event has occurred.

[0073] The invention therefore succeeds in being able to detect a synchronized or substantially synchronized "shake". Further, one skilled in the art would understand that the invention can be easily adapted to detect a synchronized or substantially synchronized "raising of hand", and a synchronized or substantially synchronized "lowering of hand", and a synchronized or substantially synchronized "flipping of hand".

[0074] Further, the invention is advantageous as broadcast packets 501, 502 only report the STATE of electronic wristbands 101, 102, which can be coded within a byte. The raw data (i.e. acceleration data) are not sent in the broadcast packets 501, 502. This is because
this invention is envisioned to work with a low powered form of wireless communication (e.g. ANT, Bluetooth LE, Wi-Fi or the like) which therefore has low bandwidth. Further, as wireless transceiver modules 205, 305 are sending broadcast packets 501, 502 as a high rate (broadcasting interval), it is imperative that the size of broadcast packets 501, 502 are as small as possible.

[0075] In another preferred embodiment, as shown in figure 7, altitude data from altimeters 204, 304, are used to detect a handshake instead of acceleration data from accelerometers 203, 303.

[0076] Referring to step 701, processing unit 201 retrieves altitude data from altimeter 204 at a polling interval or upon an interrupt and computes the STATE of first electronic wristband 101.

[0077] In step 702, wireless transceiver module 205 includes the STATE and MAC address of wireless transceiver module 205 into broadcast packet 501 and sends broadcast packet 501 at a broadcasting interval.

[0078] In step 703, processing unit 301 retrieves altitude data from altimeter 304 at a polling interval or upon an interrupt and computes the STATE of second electronic wristband 102.

[0079] In step 704, wireless transceiver module 305 includes the STATE and MAC address of wireless transceiver module 305 into broadcast packet 502 and sends broadcast packet 502 at a broadcasting interval.

[0080] In step 705, wireless transceiver module 205 receives broadcast packet 502 from wireless transceiver module 305.

[0081] In step 706, processing unit 201 compares the "current" STATE of first electronic wristband 101 with the STATE of second electronic wristband 102 extracted from broadcast packet 502.

[0082] In step 707, if the STATE of both first electronic wristband 101 and second electronic wristband 102 is "SUSPECTED SHAKE", processing unit 201 will determine that a handshaking event has occurred.
In step 708, with the MAC address of wireless transceiver module 305 extracted from broadcast packet 502, wireless transceiver module 205 will attempt to connect to wireless transceiver module 305 in the connection mode.

In step 709, wireless transceiver module 305 receives broadcast packet 501 from wireless transceiver module 205.

In step 710, processing unit 301 compares the "current" STATE of second electronic wristband 102 with the STATE of first electronic wristband 101 extracted from broadcast packet 501.

In step 711, if the STATE of both second electronic wristband 102 and first electronic wristband 101 is "SUSPECTED SHAKE", processing unit 301 will determine that a handshaking event has occurred.

In step 712, with the MAC address of wireless transceiver module 205 extracted from broadcast packet 501, wireless transceiver module 305 will attempt to connect to wireless transceiver module 205 in the connection mode.

In step 713, a peer to peer wireless connection link is established between wireless transceiver module 205 and wireless transceiver module 305 and name card information is exchanged.

In yet another preferred embodiment, instead of establishing a peer to peer connection between wireless transceiver module 205 and wireless transceiver module 305 for the name card information transfer (as depicted in steps 613 and 713 of figures 6 and 7), system 800 uses mobile device 801, mobile device 802 and server 803 (see figure 8). First electronic wristband 101 is worn by a first person while second electronic wristband 102 is worn by a second person. Mobile device 801 and mobile device 802 is communicatively connectable to server 803. Mobile device 801 is "paired" with first electronic wristband 101 and mobile device 802 is "paired" with second electronic wristband 102. Figure 9 describes a method for implementing system 800.
In step 901, processing unit 201 retrieves acceleration data from accelerometer 203 at a polling interval or upon an interrupt and computes the STATE of first electronic wristband 101.

In step 902, wireless transceiver module 205 includes the STATE and MAC address of wireless transceiver module 205 into broadcast packet 501 and sends broadcast packet 501 at a broadcasting interval.

In step 903, processing unit 301 retrieves acceleration data from accelerometer 303 at a polling interval or upon an interrupt and computes the STATE of second electronic wristband 102.

In step 904, wireless transceiver module 305 includes the STATE and MAC address of wireless transceiver module 305 into broadcast packet 502 and sends broadcast packet 502 at a broadcasting interval.

In step 905, wireless transceiver module 205 receives broadcast packet 502 from wireless transceiver module 305.

In step 906, processing unit 201 compares the "current" STATE of first electronic wristband 101 with the STATE of second electronic wristband 102 extracted from broadcast packet 502.

In step 907, if the STATE of both first electronic wristband 101 and second electronic wristband 102 is "SUSPECTED SHAKE", processing unit 201 will determine that a handshaking event has occurred.

In step 908, wireless transceiver module 205 sends mobile device 801 the MAC address of wireless transceiver module 305 extracted from broadcast packet 502.

In step 909, mobile device 801 connects to server 803 and provides the MAC address of wireless transceiver module 305 to server 803. Via the connection, server 803 can identify the MAC address of wireless transceiver module 205, and retrieve the name card information of the first person from its database. This presupposes that some form of pre-registration with server 803 had been done and server 803 has on record an associated link between mobile device 801, the MAC address of wireless transceiver module 205 and the name card information of the first person. Once server 803 has retrieved the name card information of the first person, server 803 can then send the MAC address of wireless transceiver module 205 to mobile device 801.
information of the first person from its database, server 803 can also provide additional checks for security purposes. For example, server 803 can send a prompt to mobile device 801, requesting the first person to confirm that the name card information is indeed to be sent. Alternatively, server 803 could prompt the first person to enter a password. These additional checks are for precautionary purposes in the off-chance that the handshake event is incorrectly detected, and to avoid the scenario where name card information is wrongly sent. These additional checks can also help to allay privacy concerns in the event that the first person or second person only wishes to disclose his contact information or name card information to selected persons.

[0099] In step 910, server 803 determines that mobile device 802 is paired with wireless transceiver module 305 of second electronic wristband 102, and sends name card information of the first person to mobile device 802. Again, this presupposes that some form of pre-registration with server 803 had been done and server 803 has on record an associated link between mobile device 802, the MAC address of wireless transceiver module 305 and the name card information of the second person.

[00100] In step 911, mobile device 802 sends name card information of the first person to wireless transceiver module 305.

[00101] In step 912, wireless transceiver module 205 receives broadcast packet 502 from wireless transceiver module 305.

[00102] In step 913, processing unit 301 compares the "current" STATE of second electronic wristband 102 with the STATE of first electronic wristband 101 extracted from broadcast packet 501.

[00103] In step 914, if the STATE of both second electronic wristband 102 and first electronic wristband 101 is "SUSPECTED SHAKE", processing unit 301 will determine that a handshaking event has occurred.

[00104] In step 915, wireless transceiver module 305 sends mobile device 802 the MAC address of wireless transceiver module 205 extracted from broadcast packet 501.

[00105] In step 916, mobile device 802 connects to server 803 and provides the MAC address of wireless transceiver module 205 to server 803. Via the connection, server 803 can
identify the MAC address of wireless transceiver module 305, and retrieve the name card information of the second person from its database. Once server 803 has retrieved the name card information of the second person from its database, server 803 can also provide additional checks for security purposes. For example, server 803 can send a prompt to mobile device 802, requesting the second person to confirm that the name card information is indeed to be sent. Alternatively, server 803 could prompt the second person to enter a password. These additional checks are for precautionary purposes in the off-chance that the handshake event is incorrectly detected, and to avoid the scenario where name card information is wrongly sent. These additional checks can also help to allay privacy concerns in the event that the first person or second person only wishes to disclose his contact information or name card information to selected persons.

[00106] In step 917, server 803 determines that mobile device 801 is paired with wireless transceiver module 205 of first electronic wristband 101, and sends name card information of the second person to mobile device 801.

[00107] In step 918, mobile device 801 sends name card information of the second person to wireless transceiver module 205.

[00108] The advantages of this embodiment are enhanced security. Server 803 functions as the repository for the name card information, and the transfer of the name card information is relinquished to server 803. Server 803 can therefore implement various authentication steps, like prompting the first or second person to enter a password. This reduces the scenarios where name card information is wrongly sent.

[00109] Although this embodiment is described with processing units 201, 301 retrieving acceleration data from accelerometers 203, 303, it will be readily apparent to a skilled person having knowledge of the disclosure in this specification and in particular figure 7, that the invention would also work with processing units 201, 301 retrieving altitude data from altimeters 204, 304.

[00110] In the application, unless specified otherwise, the terms "comprising", "comprise", and grammatical variants thereof, intended to represent "open" or "inclusive" language such that they include recited elements but also permit inclusion of additional, non-explicitly recited elements.
It will be apparent that various other modifications and adaptations of the application will be apparent to the person skilled in the art after reading the foregoing disclosure without departing from the spirit and scope of the application and it is intended that all such modifications and adaptations come within the scope of the appended claims.
1. A system for detecting a handshake comprising :
   a first electronic wristband worn on a wrist of a first person, the first electronic wristband comprising :
      a first processing unit and a first accelerometer, the first processing unit configured to receive acceleration data from the first accelerometer at a polling interval or upon an interrupt, and configured to determine at the polling interval, a current state of the first electronic wristband from the acceleration data;
      a first wireless transceiver module, the first wireless transceiver module configured to send broadcast packets at a broadcasting interval to a second wireless transceiver module, wherein each broadcast packet contains the current state of the first electronic wristband and an identifier of the first wireless transceiver module;
   and a second electronic wristband worn on a wrist of a second person, the second electronic wristband comprising :
      a second processing unit and a second accelerometer, the second processing unit configured to receive acceleration data from the second accelerometer at the polling interval or upon an interrupt, and configured to determine at the polling interval, a current state of the second electronic wristband from the acceleration data;
      the second wireless transceiver module, the second wireless transceiver module configured to send broadcast packets at the broadcasting interval to the first wireless transceiver module, wherein each broadcast packet contains the current state of the second electronic wristband and an identifier of the second wireless transceiver module;
   wherein the first processing Unit is configured to detect the handshake when, the current state of the first electronic wristband determined by the first processing unit indicates that the first electronic wristband is shaking, occurs at substantially the same time the first wireless transceiver module receives the broadcast packet from the second wireless transceiver module, wherein the current state of the second electronic wristband in the broadcast packet indicates that the second electronic wristband is shaking.
2. The system of claim 1 wherein the first processing unit determines that the current state of the first electronic wristband indicates that the first electronic wristband is shaking when the acceleration readings have at least three positive-to-negative cycles in the X-axis or Y-axis or Z-axis direction.

3. The system of claim 1 or claim 2 wherein the second processing unit determines that the current state of the second electronic wristband indicates that the second electronic wristband is shaking when the acceleration readings have at least three positive-to-negative cycles in the X-axis or Y-axis or Z-axis direction.

4. The system of any one of the preceding claims further comprising a first mobile device paired with the first wireless transceiver module, a second mobile device paired with the second wireless transceiver module, and a server, the server communicatively connected to the first mobile device and the second mobile device, wherein the first wireless transceiver module and first mobile device pair, and the second wireless transceiver module and second mobile device pair, exchange name card information via the server.

5. The system of claim 4 wherein the server is configured to implement security checks prior to the exchange of name card information.

6. The system of any one of claims 1 to 3 wherein the first wireless transceiver module is further configured to locate the second wireless transceiver module via the identifier of the second wireless transceiver module, and configured to establish a peer to peer connection with the second wireless transceiver module to exchange name card information.

7. The system of any one of the preceding claims wherein the first processing unit determines that the current state of the first electronic wristband indicates that the first electronic wristband is flipping, when the acceleration data indicates a change in orientation of the first accelerometer.

8. The system of any one of the preceding claims:

    wherein the first electronic wristband further comprises a first altimeter, and

    the first processing unit is further configured to receive altitude data from the first
the first electronic wristband from the altitude data; and

wherein the second electronic wristband further comprises a second altimeter, and
the second processing unit is further configured to receive altitude data from the second altimeter at the polling interval, and further configured to determine the current state of the second electronic wristband from the altitude data.

9. The system of claim 8 wherein the first processing unit determines that the current state of the first electronic wristband indicates that the first electronic wristband is being raised, when the altitude data indicate an increase in altitude greater than 0.5 meters.

10. The system of claim 8 wherein the first processing unit determines that the current state of the first electronic wristband indicates that the first electronic wristband is being lowered, when the altitude data indicate a decrease in altitude greater than 0.5 meters.

11. The system of any one of the preceding claims wherein the first wireless transceiver module or the second wireless transceiver module is any one of the following: an ANT transceiver module, a Bluetooth LE transceiver module and a Wi-Fi transceiver module.

12. The system of any one of the preceding claims wherein the identifier of the first wireless transceiver module or the identifier of the second wireless transceiver module is a MAC address.

13. The system of any one of the preceding claims wherein the polling interval is every 200 milliseconds.

14. The system of any one of the preceding claims wherein the broadcasting interval is every 300 milliseconds.

15. A method for detecting a handshake comprising the steps of:-

using a first accelerometer to measure acceleration data, the first accelerometer comprised in a first electronic wristband worn on a wrist of a first person, the first
electronic wristband further comprising a first processing unit and a first wireless transceiver module;

determining with the first processing unit and from the acceleration data at a polling interval, that a current state of the first electronic wristband indicates that the first electronic wristband is shaking;

sending with the first wireless transceiver module, broadcast packets at a broadcasting interval to a second wireless transceiver, wherein each broadcast packet contains the current state of the first electronic wristband and an identifier of the first wireless transceiver module;

using a second accelerometer to measure acceleration data, the second accelerometer comprised in a second electronic wristband worn on a wrist of a second person, the second electronic wristband further comprising a second processing unit and the second wireless transceiver;

determining with the second processing unit and from the acceleration data at the polling interval, that a current state of the second electronic wristband indicates that the second electronic wristband is shaking;

sending with the second wireless transceiver module, broadcast packets at the broadcasting interval to the first wireless transceiver, wherein each broadcast packet contains the current state of the second electronic wristband and an identifier of the second wireless transceiver module;

receiving with the first wireless transceiver module, the broadcast packet from the second wireless transceiver module; and

detecting the handshake with the first processing unit, when the step of determining that the current state of the first electronic wristband indicates that the first electronic wristband is shaking, occurs at substantially the same time as the step of receiving the broadcast packet.

16. The method of claim 15 wherein the step of determining that the current state of the first electronic wristband indicates that the first electronic wristband is shaking comprises the step of detecting at least three positive-to-negative cycles in the X-axis or Y-axis or Z-axis direction from the acceleration readings.

17. The method of claims 15 or 16 wherein the step of determining that the current state of the second electronic wristband indicates that the second electronic wristband is
shaking comprises the step of detecting at least three positive-to-negative cycles in the X-axis or Y-axis or Z-axis direction from the acceleration readings.

18. The method of any one of claims 15 to 17 further comprising the steps of:
   - pairing a first mobile device with the first wireless transceiver module;
   - pairing a second mobile device with the second wireless transceiver module;
   - communicatively connecting a server with the first mobile device and the second mobile device; and
   - exchanging name card information between the first wireless transceiver module and the first mobile device pair, and the second wireless transceiver module and the second mobile device pair, via the server.

19. The method of claim 18 further comprising the step of implementing security checks prior to the exchange of name card information using the server.

20. The method of any one of claims 15 to 17 further comprising the steps of:
   - locating with the first wireless transceiver module, the second wireless transceiver module via the identifier of the second wireless transceiver module; and
   - establishing a peer to peer connection between the first wireless transceiver module and the second wireless transceiver module to exchange name card information.

21. The method of any one claims 15 to 20 further comprising the step of:
   - determining with the first processing unit, that the current state of the first electronic wristband indicates that the first electronic wristband is flipping, when the acceleration data indicates a change in orientation of the first accelerometer.

22. The method of any one of claims 15 to 21 further comprising the steps of:
   - using a first altimeter to measure altitude data, the first altimeter comprised in the first electronic wristband;
   - determining with the first processing unit and from the altitude data at the polling interval, the current state of the first electronic wristband;
   - using a second altimeter to measure altitude data, the first altimeter comprised in the second electronic wristband; and
determining with the second processing unit and from the altitude data at the polling interval, the current state of the second electronic wristband.

23. The method of claim 22 further comprising the step of:
   determining with the first processing unit, that the current state of the first electronic wristband indicates that the first electronic wristband is being raised, when the altitude data indicate an increase in altitude greater than 0.5 meters.

24. The method of claim 22 further comprising the step of:
   determining with the first processing unit, that the current state of the first electronic wristband indicates that the first electronic wristband is being lowered, when the altitude data indicate a decrease in altitude greater than 0.5 meters.

25. The method of any one of claims 15 to 24 wherein the first wireless transceiver module or the second wireless transceiver module is any one of the following: an ANT transceiver module, a Bluetooth LE transceiver module and a Wi-Fi transceiver module.

26. The method of any one of claims 15 to 25 wherein the identifier of the first wireless transceiver module or the identifier of the second wireless transceiver module is a MAC address.

27. The method of any one of claims 15 to 26 wherein the polling interval is every 200 milliseconds.

28. The method of any one of claims 15 to 27 wherein the broadcasting interval is every 300 milliseconds.
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Figure 3
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (seconds)</th>
<th>X - Axis (c)</th>
<th>Y - Axis (c)</th>
<th>Z - Axis (c)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00.00.0</td>
<td>-81</td>
<td>6710</td>
<td>-2553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.00.0</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>5702</td>
<td>-2249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.00.1</td>
<td>363</td>
<td>4602</td>
<td>-2034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.00.1</td>
<td>671</td>
<td>3609</td>
<td>-1722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.00.1</td>
<td>737</td>
<td>2689</td>
<td>-1360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.00.1</td>
<td>582</td>
<td>1790</td>
<td>-1016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.00.1</td>
<td>363</td>
<td>1053</td>
<td>-598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.00.2</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>409</td>
<td>-249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.00.2</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>-693</td>
<td>229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.00.2</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>-1106</td>
<td>206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.00.2</td>
<td>1552</td>
<td>415</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.00.2</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>-1675</td>
<td>586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.00.3</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>-1190</td>
<td>169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.00.3</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>-553</td>
<td>-300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.00.3</td>
<td>491</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>-544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.00.3</td>
<td>1230</td>
<td>1684</td>
<td>-1309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.00.3</td>
<td>1224</td>
<td>3933</td>
<td>-2526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.00.4</td>
<td>1335</td>
<td>7041</td>
<td>-3414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.00.4</td>
<td>804</td>
<td>8191</td>
<td>-5792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.00.4</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>8191</td>
<td>-6792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.00.4</td>
<td>1371</td>
<td>8191</td>
<td>-6666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.00.4</td>
<td>-915</td>
<td>8191</td>
<td>-5025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.00.5</td>
<td>-508</td>
<td>8191</td>
<td>-3987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.00.5</td>
<td>-358</td>
<td>7546</td>
<td>-2982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.00.5</td>
<td>-106</td>
<td>6130</td>
<td>-2688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.00.5</td>
<td>392</td>
<td>4673</td>
<td>-1775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.00.5</td>
<td>782</td>
<td>3469</td>
<td>-1874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.00.6</td>
<td>897</td>
<td>2391</td>
<td>-1540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.00.6</td>
<td>806</td>
<td>1593</td>
<td>-1403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.00.6</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>772</td>
<td>-983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.00.6</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>-444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.00.6</td>
<td>-70</td>
<td>-465</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.00.7</td>
<td>-131</td>
<td>-885</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.00.7</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>-1197</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.00.7</td>
<td>-32</td>
<td>-1666</td>
<td>299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.00.7</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>-1864</td>
<td>335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.00.7</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>-1423</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.00.8</td>
<td>427</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>-199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.00.8</td>
<td>733</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>-465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.00.8</td>
<td>1244</td>
<td>1557</td>
<td>-1139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.00.8</td>
<td>1617</td>
<td>3960</td>
<td>-2470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.00.8</td>
<td>1672</td>
<td>7309</td>
<td>-4367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.00.9</td>
<td>666</td>
<td>8191</td>
<td>-5769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.00.9</td>
<td>581</td>
<td>8191</td>
<td>-6198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.00.9</td>
<td>-2619</td>
<td>8191</td>
<td>-6390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.00.9</td>
<td>-150</td>
<td>8191</td>
<td>-5924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.00.9</td>
<td>-311</td>
<td>8191</td>
<td>-4734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.01.0</td>
<td>-205</td>
<td>7969</td>
<td>-3706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.01.0</td>
<td>353</td>
<td>6595</td>
<td>-5132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.01.0</td>
<td>820</td>
<td>5236</td>
<td>-2683</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 5

STATE of first electronic wristband 101

MAC address of wireless transceiver module 205

501

STATE of second electronic wristband 102

MAC address of wireless transceiver module 305

502
Processing unit 201 retrieves acceleration data from accelerometer 203 at a polling interval and computes the STATE of first electronic wristband 101

Wireless transceiver module 205 includes the STATE and MAC address of wireless transceiver module 205 into broadcast packet 501 and sends broadcast packet 501 at a broadcasting interval

Processing unit 301 retrieves acceleration data from accelerometer 303 at a polling interval and computes the STATE of second electronic wristband 102

Wireless transceiver module 305 includes the STATE and MAC address of wireless transceiver module 305 into broadcast packet 502 and sends broadcast packet 502 at a broadcasting interval

Wireless transceiver module 205 receives broadcast packet 502 from wireless transceiver module 305

Processing unit 201 compares the "current" STATE of first electronic wristband 101 with the STATE of second electronic wristband 102 extracted from broadcast packet 502

If the STATE of both first electronic wristband 101 and second electronic wristband 102 is "SUSPECTED SHAKE", processing unit 201 will determine that a handshaking event has occurred

With the MAC address of wireless transceiver module 305 extracted from broadcast packet 502, wireless transceiver module 205 will attempt to connect to wireless transceiver module 305 in the connection mode
A

Wireless transceiver module 305 receives broadcast packet 501 from wireless transceiver module 205

Processing unit 301 compares the "current" STATE of second electronic wristband 102 with the STATE of first electronic wristband 101 extracted from broadcast packet 501

If the STATE of both second electronic wristband 102 and first electronic wristband 101 is "SUSPECTED SHAKE", processing unit 301 will determine that a handshaking event has occurred

With the MAC address of wireless transceiver module 305 extracted from broadcast packet 502, wireless transceiver module 205 will attempt to connect to wireless transceiver module 305 in the connection mode

A peer to peer wireless connection link is established between wireless transceiver module 205 and wireless transceiver module 305 and name card information is exchanged

Figure 6
(continued)
Processing unit 201 retrieves altitude data from altimeter 204 at a polling interval and computes the STATE of first electronic wristband 101

Wireless transceiver module 205 includes the STATE and MAC address of wireless transceiver module 205 to broadcast packet 501 and sends broadcast packet 501 at a broadcasting interval

Processing unit 301 retrieves altitude data from altimeter 304 at a polling interval and computes the STATE of second electronic wristband 102

Wireless transceiver module 305 includes the STATE and MAC address of wireless transceiver module 305 to broadcast packet 502 and sends broadcast packet 502 at a broadcasting interval

Wireless transceiver module 205 receives broadcast packet 502 from wireless transceiver module 305

Processing unit 201 compares the "current" STATE of first electronic wristband 101 with the STATE of second electronic wristband 102 extracted from broadcast packet 502

If the STATE of both first electronic wristband 101 and second electronic wristband 102 is "SUSPECTED SHAKE", processing unit 201 will determine that a handshaking event has occurred

With the MAC address of wireless transceiver module 305 extracted from broadcast packet 502, wireless transceiver module 205 will attempt to connect to wireless transceiver module 305 in the connection mode

Figure 7
Wireless transceiver module 305 receives broadcast packet 501 from wireless transceiver module 205

Processing unit 301 compares the "current" STATE of second electronic wristband 102 with the STATE of first electronic wristband 101 extracted from broadcast packet 501

If the STATE of both second electronic wristband 102 and first electronic wristband 101 is "SUSPECTED SHAKE", processing unit 301 will determine that a handshaking event has occurred

With the MAC address of wireless transceiver module 305 extracted from broadcast packet 502, wireless transceiver module 205 will attempt to connect to wireless transceiver module 305 in the connection mode

A peer to peer wireless connection link is established between wireless transceiver module 205 and wireless transceiver module 305 and name card information is exchanged

Figure 7
(continued)
Processing unit 201 retrieves acceleration data from accelerometer 203 at a polling interval and computes the STATE of first electronic wristband 101.

Wireless transceiver module 205 includes the STATE and MAC address of wireless transceiver module 205 to broadcast packet 501 and sends broadcast packet 501 at a broadcasting interval.

Processing unit 301 retrieves acceleration data from accelerometer 303 at a polling interval and computes the STATE of second electronic wristband 102.

Wireless transceiver module 305 includes the STATE and MAC address of wireless transceiver module 305 to broadcast packet 502 and sends broadcast packet 502 at a broadcasting interval.

Wireless transceiver module 205 receives broadcast packet 502 from wireless transceiver module 305.

Processing unit 201 compares the "current" STATE of first electronic wristband 101 with the STATE of second electronic wristband 102 extracted from broadcast packet 502.

If the STATE of both first electronic wristband 101 and second electronic wristband 102 is "SUSPECTED SHAKE", processing unit 201 will determine that a handshaking event has occurred.

Wireless transceiver module 205 sends mobile device 801 the MAC address of wireless transceiver module 305 extracted from broadcast packet 502.

Mobile device 801 connects to server 803 and provides the MAC address of wireless transceiver module 305 to server 803.
Server 803 determines that mobile device 802 is paired with wireless transceiver module 305 of second electronic wristband 102, and sends name card information of the first person to mobile device 802

Mobile device 802 sends name card information of the first person to wireless transceiver module 305

Wireless transceiver module 205 receives broadcast packet 502 from wireless transceiver module 305

Processing unit 301 compares the "current" state of second electronic wristband 102 with the state of first electronic wristband 101 extracted from broadcast packet 501

If the state of both second electronic wristband 102 and first electronic wristband 101 is "SUSPECTED SHAKE", processing unit 301 will determine that a handshaking event has occurred

Wireless transceiver module 305 sends mobile device 802 the MAC address of wireless transceiver module 205 extracted from broadcast packet 501

Mobile device 802 connects to server 803 and provides the MAC address of wireless transceiver module 205 to server 803

Server 803 determines that mobile device 801 is paired with wireless transceiver module 205 of first electronic wristband 101, and sends name card information of the second person to mobile device 801

Mobile device 801 sends name card information of the second person to wireless transceiver module 205

Figure 9 (continued)
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